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Unique and Creative Photos 
Time Out / Heathy Minds and Barnardo’s / Positive Identities are working in partnership to support 

mental health for all to encourage creativity based on your interests and get snapping on your 

mobile and adding filters to see who can be the most creative and individual.  

This project is ideal to do alone, or with others (in a socially distanced way) and we will be posting, 

liking, sharing and re-tweeting. 

When we get back to the ‘new normal’ the project will continue into face-to face sessions if there is 

an enthusiasm for that. The photo submission is free and uses apps on mobile phones to upload to 

social media. This can be used to celebrate Pride, friendships, themed celebrations or document 

your life creatively. Remember the simplest images can make great art!  

You can work to a theme if you like or just send what you see each time. The images will be sent to a 

partner organisation and added to websites, Twitter, Facebook and Instagram. You can be credited 

or not as you wish. 

 

I suggest that young people use Snapseed its free and easy to get on Android and iPhone.  

Just search in the Play Store and install on your phone. Special features are tools including; styles 

such as pop, portrait, accentuate, bright and silhouette (there are many more), tools such as tune, 

curves, healing, drama, vintage, monochrome and grain (all have controls within for fine tuning and 

are similar to Photoshop functionality, there are too many to list) and there are great tutorials within 

the programme that show you an effect and how to to it, you can also directly apply that to your 

image. Other programmes, of course, can be used if you prefer. 

Snapseed offers incredible control over its effects and filters. ... Serious mobile photographers 

looking for an app to fine-tune your photos choose Snapseed. 

These images were created with young people (12-15 years old) using household items and filters on 

a photo editing site. Get young people to photograph everyday items from unusual angles, work on 

composition and play with filters based on a theme. 

                

It would be good to gauge interest and get images used for posters, collage, t. shirts and books. 

Contact: alex@healthymindscalderdale.co.uk      &  WhatsApp/text images to : 07516 030575 

mailto:alex@healthymindscalderdale.co.uk
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Some examples of images 

       

    

            

     

 

Suggested Apps to try 

Snapseed, InCollage, Adobe Lightroom, Adobe Photoshop/Adobe Photoshop Express, Comica and 

Prisma. These are the Ap logos so that you know you have found the right ones: 

.             


